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M. Nys

PROPERTIES OF GROUND STATES OF NONLINEAR
SCHRÖDINGER EQUATIONS UNDER A WEAK CONSTANT

MAGNETIC FIELD

Abstract. We study the qualitative properties of ground states of the time-independent mag-
netic semilinear Schrödinger equation

∇ iA 2u u u p 2u in RN

where the magnetic potential A induces a constant magnetic field. When the latter magnetic
field is small enough, we show that the ground state solution is unique up to magnetic trans-
lations and rotations in the complex phase space and that ground state solutions share the
rotational invariance of the magnetic field. This is based on an article in collaboration with
D. Bonheure and J. VanSchaftingen [3].

1. Introduction

We are interested in the time-independent magnetic semilinear Schrödinger equation

(1) ∆Au u |u|p 2u in RN , N 2,

with a linear magnetic potential A Lin RN , 1 RN which allows to define the mag-
netic Laplacian

∆A : ∆ 2iA ∇ idivA |A|2,
and a subcritical power p in the nonlinearity, i.e. 2 p 2N

N 2 .
In this work we are interested in the qualitative properties of the ground states of

(1), which can be obtained and characterized as minimizers of the variational problem

inf IA u : u H1
A RN ,C 0 and IA u 0 .

Here the magnetic Sobolev space H1
A RN ,C is a real Hilbert space given by

H1
A RN ,C : u L2 RN ,C : DAu L2 RN

endowed with the norm

∥u∥2
H1

A RN ,C RN
|DAu|2 |u|2,

deriving from the real scalar product

u v H1
A RN ,C

RN
DAu DAv u v ,

*
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where denotes the canonical real scalar product of vectors in C and in Lin RN ,C .
The magnetic covariant derivative is defined by

DAu Du iAu,

and the functional IA : H1
A RN ,C R is defined for each function u H1

A RN ,C by

IA u :
1
2 RN

|DAu|2 |u|2 1
p RN

|u|p.

Critical points of the functional IA correspond to weak solutions of the equation (1),
that is solutions u H1

A RN ,C such that for every v H1
A RN ,C ,

RN
DAu DAv u v

RN
|u|p 2 u v .

The aim of the present work is to understand the properties of the ground states
of equation (1) and their dependence on the magnetic field B dA 2 RN . In order
to alleviate the statement of the results, we simply the problem by gauge fixing.

The gauge invariance means that if for some function ψ C1 RN , we set

(2) Ã A dψ and ũ e iψu,

then
DÃũ e iψDAu.

In particular, if u H1
A RN ,C , then IÃ ũ IA u and therefore solutions of equation

(1) with A and Ã can be related to each other using the relation (2). Since dÃ dA
and |ũ| |u|, the gauge invariance means that only the magnetic field dA plays a role
in the physical behavior of the solutions of (1). When, as in the present work, the
magnetic field dA is constant, one of the simplest gauge choice is to assume that A
is linear and skew-symmetric. If A is linear, such a choice can be made by setting
ψ x A x x 2 in (2). This choice is equivalent to the choice of the Coulomb
gauge with a transversal boundary condition at infinity i.e.,

(3)
divA 0 in RN ,

A x x
|x|2 0 as |x| .

In particular, if B 2 RN is a constant skew-symmetric form, there exists a unique
A Lin RN , 1 RN satisfying dA B and (3). As IÃ ũ IA u when (2) holds, the
precise choice (3) allows to define the ground-energy function E : 2 RN R by

E B E dA : inf IA v : v H1
A RN ,C 0 and IA v 0 .

The function u H1
A RN ,C is a ground state of (1) if u is a weak solution of (1) such

that
IA u E dA .
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Because of the presence of the magnetic potential, equation (1) is not invariant
under translations in RN . However, it is still invariant under magnetic translations with
respect to the connection DA. For a RN and u H1

A RN ,C , that magnetic translation
is defined by

τA
a u x e iA a x u x a .

This definition depends on the gauge fixing made above. This magnetic translation
commutes with the covariant derivative DA, i.e., DA τA

a τA
a DA. We observe that in

general, magnetic translations do not commute. Indeed, one has

(4) τA
b τA

a eiA a b τA
a b.

Our first result establishes that the ground state of (1) is unique up to magnetic
translations and multiplication by a complex phase for dA sufficiently small.

THEOREM 1. For every N 2 and p 2, 2N
N 2 , there exists ε 0 such that

if A Lin RN , 1 RN satisfies |dA| ε, if u and v are solutions of (1) satisfying
IA u E 0 ε and if IA v E 0 ε, then u eiθτA

a v for some a RN and θ R.

The main idea of the proof of Theorem 1 is to take advantage of the well-known
uniqueness and non-degeneracy of the solutions of (1) under a vanishing magnetic field
A 0, see e.g. [5, 7], and to extend the uniqueness by an implicit function argument.
The main difficulty in this proof consists in the fact that the natural function space
H1

A RN ,C for the functional IA depends on the magnetic field: the norm and the ele-
ments of the space differ in general for different magnetic fields.

A direct consequence of Theorem 1 is that the solutions inherit the symmetries
of the magnetic potential in a sense explained below.

THEOREM 2. Let N 2, p 2, 2N
N 2 and ε 0 be as in Theorem 1. If A

Lin RN , 1 RN is skew-symmetric and satisfies |dA| ε and if u is a solution of (1)
such that IA u E 0 ε, then there exists a RN such that for every linear isometry
R of RN satisfying |A R|2 |A|2, one has

u R x a a eiA a R x a x a u x .

Moreover, the function u is nondecreasing along any ray starting from the point a.

Since equation (1) is invariant under magnetic translations Theorem 2 implies
the existence of a unique ground state u such that its conclusion holds with a 0, that
is, for every linear isometry R of RN such that |A R|2 |A|2, one has u R u. Al-
ternatively, Theorem 2 states that a ground state can be translated in such a way that
it only depends monotonically on the norms of the projections on the eigenspaces of
the quadratic form |A|2. Also, because of the antisymmetric structure of A, the group
of isometries such that |A R|2 |A|2 can be written, up to an isometry of the Eu-
clidean space, as a product of orthogonal groups O 2n1 O 2n2 O 2nk
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O N 2n1 2n2 2nk , with n1,n2, . . . ,nk N; when N 3 and A 0, it is al-
ways of the form O 2 O 1 , corresponding to a decomposition in the transversal and
longitudinal directions with respect to the magnetic field.

2. Preliminaries

We first introduce a preliminary lemma about the convergence in Lp-spaces.

LEMMA 1 (Continuous Sobolev embedding across magnetic Sobolev spaces).
Assume that, for every n N, An n N is a sequence in L2

loc RN , 1 RN and un
H1

An
RN ,C . If An A strongly in L2

loc RN , and un u strongly in L2 RN , DAnun

DAu strongly in L2 RN , then un u strongly in Lp RN for 2 p 2N
N 2 , as n .

2.1. Ground states

Here we recall the known properties of the ground states of the nonlinear Schrödinger
equation (1), with or without magnetic potential. The first lemma comes from [4,
Theorem 3.1].

LEMMA 2 (Existence and characterization of ground states). For every mag-
netic potential A Lin RN , 1 RN , there exists u H1

A RN ,C 0 such that

IA u E dA and IA u 0.

Moreover,
E dA 1

2
1
p inf

v H1
A RN ,C 0

QA v
p

p 2 ,

where the functional QA : H1
A RN ,C 0 R is defined by

QA v : RN
|DAv|2 |v|2

RN
|v|p

2
p

.

We recall some well established results for the problem without a magnetic field

(5) ∆u u |u|p 2u, in RN .

This problem is a natural limit for (1) when A 0. The next result states that the
ground state of (5) in H1 RN ,C is unique up to rotations in C and translations in RN .

PROPOSITION 1 (Uniqueness up to rotations in C and translations in RN). If
u,v H1 RN ,C satisfy I0 u I0 v E 0 and I0 u I0 v 0, then there exist
θ R and a RN such that v eiθτ0

au.
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It clearly follows that there exists a unique real, positive and radially symmet-
ric ground state of (5), that we denote by u0. The next proposition states the non-
degeneracy property due to M. I. Weinstein [7] and Y.-G. Oh [6].

PROPOSITION 2 (Non-degeneracy of the ground states in absence of magnetic
field). Assume that u H1 RN ,C satisfies I0 u E 0 and I0 u 0. If w H1 RN ,C
satisfies

(6) ∆w w |u|p 2w p 2 |u|p 4 u w u,

then there exist y RN and λ R such that

(7) w Du y λiu.

In particular if u is a solution of the equation (5) and if w is a solution of its lin-
earised problem (6) given by (7), then u and w are orthogonal in the space H1 RN ,C ,
i.e.

(8)
RN

Du Dw u w 0.

For every ground state u H1 RN ,C of (1), we can rewrite equation (6) as an
eigenvalue equation in the following way

Luw λw, w H1 RN ,C ,

where the operator Lu : H1 RN ,C H1 RN ,C is given by

Luw : ∆ 1 1 |u|p 2w p 2 |u|p 4 u u w ,

with

(9) u u w : u w u.

It is standard that the operator Lu is compact. Indeed, the ground states u of (5) decays
as x N 1 2 exp x , see e.g. [2, p332], so that they are in Lq RN for every q 1.
For completeness Lemma 3 below gives a more general result including the one above.
It is also standard, see e.g. [1, Remark 4.2], to check directly that the ground state u is
the first eigenfunction of eigenvalue λ1 Lu p 1 1, while the functions w given
in (7) are the following eigenfunctions corresponding to the eigenvalues λi Lu 1,
i 2, . . . ,N 2. Finally, λi Lu 1 for i N 2.

PROPOSITION 3. The ground energy function E : 2 RN R is continuous.
Moreover, if An n N is a sequence in L2

loc RN , 1 RN such that An A in L2
loc RN as

n and if the sequence un n N in H1
An

RN ,C satisfies IAn
un 0 and IAn un

E dAn , then there exist u H1
A RN ,C with IA u E dA and IA u 0, a sequence

an n N in RN and a subsequence such that τAnℓ
anℓ

unℓ u and DAnℓ
τAnℓ

anℓ
unℓ DAu

strongly in L2 RN as ℓ .

We note that the convergence An A in L2
loc RN is equivalent to the conver-

gence dAn dA in the finite-dimensional space 2 RN .
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3. Uniqueness up to magnetic translations and rotations in C of the ground states

Our main tool to prove Theorem 1 is to prove the stability of the spectrum of a mag-
netic operator under perturbations of the potentials. We first study the spectrum of the
sequence of linear operators

Ln : H1
An RN ,C H1

An RN ,C : v Lnv : ∆An 1 1Wn v ,

where

H1 An n N is a sequence in L2
loc RN ,

H2 Wn n N is a sequence in Lq RN ,Lin C,C with q N
2 and q 1 ,

H3 Wn is self-adjoint and Wn 0 on RN , that is z Wn z 0 for every z C.

LEMMA 3. Under H1 – H3 the operator Ln is self-adjoint and compact.

Lemma 3 and the positivity of Wn imply that Ln has a nonincreasing sequence of posi-
tive eigenvalues converging to 0 and by Fischer’s min-max principle one has

λk Ln sup
E H1

An RN ,C
dimE k

inf
v E

RN
v Wn v

RN
|DAnv|2 |v|2

.

PROPOSITION 4. Assume that H1 H3 hold. If Wn converges strongly to W
in Lq RN and An converges strongly to A in L2

loc RN as n , then

λk Ln λk L ,

where λk Ln , λk L are respectively the k-th eigenvalues of Ln, L, and L : H1
A RN ,C

H1
A RN ,C is defined as

Lv ∆A 1 1W v .

Moreover, if un H1
An

RN ,C is an eigenfunction of Ln satisfying

Lnun λk Ln un, and
RN

|DAnun|2 |un|2 1,

then there exist u H1
A RN ,C and a subsequence nℓ ℓ N such that unℓ u and

DAnℓ
unℓ DAu strongly in L2 RN .

With those ingredients we can now prove Theorem 1.

Proof of Theorem 1. We first assume that dAn 0 as n , that is An 0 in
L2

loc RN as n since An is skew-symmetric, and that un and vn are ground states
solutions of (1) with An. Our aim is to show that there exist θn R and an RN such
that un eiθnτAn

an vn for n large enough.
Let U be a solution of the limit problem (5). By Proposition 1, U is unique up

to rotations in C and translations in RN .
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CLAIM 1. There exist sequences θ̃n n N in R and ãn n N in RN such that

lim
n RN

|DAn eiθ̃n τAn
ãn

un DU |2 |eiθ̃nτAn
ãn

un U |2 0.

Proof of the claim. By Proposition 3, there exist a sequence bn n N in RN , a subse-
quence nℓ ℓ N in N and a function V H1 RN ,C such that τAnℓ

bnℓ
unℓ V and DAnℓ

τAnℓ
bnℓ

unℓ

DV strongly in L2 RN . Because of the uniqueness up to translations and rotations in
C of the solution of (5), there exist b RN and ω R such that V eiωτ0

bU . We can
therefore write that

RN
DAnℓ

τAnℓ
bnℓ

unℓ DV 2

RN
e iωτAnℓ

b DAnℓ
τAnℓ

bnℓ
unℓ τAnℓ

b τ0
bDU 2

RN
e iωe iAnℓ bnℓ b DAnℓ

τAnℓ
bnℓ bunℓ DU DU τAnℓ

b τ0
bU 2 0,

as ℓ . Here, we used the commutation between the translation and the connexion
and (4). Moreover, by using Lebesgue dominated convergence, we have that

RN
DU τAnℓ

b τ0
bDU 2 0, as ℓ .

By the triangle inequality, we infer that

RN
e iωe iAnℓ bnℓ b DAnℓ

τAnℓ
bnℓ bunℓ DU 2 0, as ℓ ,

and proceeding exactly in the same way, we obtain

RN
e iωe iAnℓ bnℓ b τAnℓ

bnℓ bunℓ U 2 0, as ℓ .

Setting θ̃nℓ ω Anℓ bnℓ b and ãnℓ bnℓ b, the conclusion of the claim follows
for this subsequence. The claim is true for the whole sequence. Indeed, if not we would
find a subsequence nℓ for which the Claim does not hold, leading to a contradiction.

CLAIM 2. There exist sequences θn n N in R and an n N in RN such that

lim
n RN

|DAn eiθn τAn
an un DU |2 |eiθnτAn

an un U |2 0.

Moreover, when n N is large enough, for every w RN , we have the following or-
thogonality relations

RN
DAn eiθn τAn

an un D DU w eiθn τAn
an un DU w 0,

RN
DAn eiθn τAn

an un DiU eiθnτAn
an un iU 0.
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Proof of the claim. We already proved Claim 1 with θ̃n and ãn. Let us first prove the
two orthogonality relations. For this, we define the map Φn C RN 1,RN 1 for each
x,τ RN 1 and w,s RN 1 by the following scalar product

w,s Φn x,τ
RN

DAn ei θ̃n τ τAn
x τAn

ãn
un s DiU ei θ̃n τ τAn

x τAn
ãn

un siU

RN
DAn ei θ̃n τ τAn

x τAn
ãn

un D DU w ei θ̃n τ τAn
x τAn

ãn
un DU w .

Since DAn τAn
x τAn

ãn
τAn

x τAn
ãn

DAn , and thanks to the convergence proved in Claim 1, the
sequence Φn n N converges to Φ uniformly over compact subsets, where the function
Φ C RN 1,RN 1 is defined for every x,τ RN 1 and w,s RN 1 by

w,s Φ x,τ
RN

D eiττ0
xU s DiU eiττ0

xU siU

RN
D eiττ0

xU D DU w eiττ0
xU DU w .

We first remark that Φ 0,0 0. This is due to the fact that DU w siU belongs to
the tangent space of U , see (8). Next, observe now that

w,s DΦ 0,0 z,r
RN

D Du z D DU w DU z DU w

RN
r DiU s DiU riU siU ,

meaning that DΦ 0,0 0. Therefore, for every small ρ 0, the Brouwer topological
degree deg Φ,Bρ,0 of Φ on Bρ with respect to 0 is well-defined, and deg Φ,Bρ,0
1. Hence, since we have the uniform convergence on compacts of the continuous func-
tions Φn, for n large enough, we obtain that deg Φn,Bρ,0 1. We conclude to the
existence of a sequence xn,τn such that Φn xn,τn 0 for every n large enough, and
xn,τn 0,0 as n . Finally, setting an xn ãn and θn θ̃n τn iA ãn xn ,

we reach the conclusion in view of the composition formula for magnetic translations
(4), and using again the Lebesgue dominated convergence.

Applying the first two claims to the sequence vn n and renaming ũn eiθnτAn
an un

and ṽn eiϕnτAn
cn vn (where the couple ϕn,cn RN 1 is given by the claims), we can

assume that ũn satisfied

lim
n RN

|DAn ũn DU |2 |ũn U |2 0,

and for every w RN ,

RN
DAn ũn D DU w ũn DU w 0,

RN
DAn ũn DiU ũn iU 0,

and the same for ṽn.
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CLAIM 3. There exists Wn Lq RN ,Lin C,C such that

∆An ũn ṽn ũn ṽn Wn ũn ṽn in RN ,

and
Wn |U |p 2 p 2 |U |p 4U U

in Lq RN for every 2 q p 2 2N
N 2 , where was defined in (9).

Proof of the claim. We define Wn : RN Lin C,C by

w Wn z
1

0
D f 1 t ũn tṽn w,z dt,

for f u |u|p 2u. Both claim 1 and Lemma 1 imply that ũn U and ṽn U in
Lq p 2 RN , for 2 q p 2 2N

N 2 . Then, it is clear that Wn Lq RN and Wn

D f U |U |p 2 p 2 |U |p 4U U in Lq RN as n .

CONCLUSION The compact operator defined by Ln ∆An 1 1Wn enters in the
hypothesis of Proposition 4. We know that the spectrum converges, i.e., λk Ln
λk L . Moreover, since the limit equation is (6), we also know that λ1 L p 1 1,
λi L 1, for i 2, . . . ,N 2, and λi L 1, for i N 3.

We define the orthogonal projection operator Pn on the first eigenvector, P0
n the

projection on the eigenspace E0
n made by the N 1 following eigenvectors, and Pn

I Pn P0
n . We observe that Ln commutes with Pn and Pn and Ln ũn ṽn ũn ṽn.

Moreover,
!!Pn ũn ṽn

!!2
H1

An RN ,C Pn ũn ṽn Pn Ln ũn ṽn H1
An RN ,C

Pn ũn ṽn LnPn ũn ṽn H1
An RN ,C

λ1 Ln
!!Pn ũn ṽn

!!2
H1

An RN ,C .

Then, since limn λ1 Ln 1, Pn ũn ṽn 0 for n large enough. Similarly,

!!Pn ũn ṽn
!!2

H1
An RN ,C Pn ũn ṽn Pn Ln ũn ṽn H1

An RN ,C

Pn ũn ṽn LnPn ũn ṽn H1
An RN ,C

λN 3 Ln
!!Pn ũn ṽn

!!2
H1

An RN ,C .

Thus, since limn λN 3 Ln 1, Pn ũn ṽn 0 for n large enough. Assume now
by contradiction that, for every n N, ũn ṽn. Then, the function

zn
ũn ṽn

∥ũn ṽn∥H1
An RN ,C
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is in the eigenspace E0
n and is a linear combination of eigenvectors. By Proposition 4,

there exists z DU w λiU E0, where E0 is the eigenspace of L corresponding the
eigenvalue 1 (see §2.1), such that, up to a subsequence still denoted by n,

lim
n RN

|DAn zn Dz|2 |zn z|2 0.

By Claim 2, we also know that

RN
DAnzn Dz zn z 0,

for n large enough. Finally

ũn ṽn
2
H1

An RN ,C RN
DAn ũn ṽn DAn ũn ṽn ũn ṽn ũn ṽn

ũn ṽn
2
H1

An RN ,C RN
DAn zn DAn zn zn zn

ũn ṽn
2
H1

An RN ,C RN
DAn zn Dz DAn zn zn z zn

ũn ṽn
2
H1

An RN ,C RN
|DAnzn Dz|2 |zn z|2.

This is impossible. Then, ũn ṽn for n large.
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